Interactome analysis of gene expression profile reveals potential novel key transcriptional regulators of skin pathology in vitiligo.
Selective destruction of epidermal melanocytes is central to vitiligo (VL), a common acquired, autoimmune depigmentory disorder of the skin. Like other autoimmune diseases, the pathogenesis of VL is obscure and both multifactorial and polygenic. The prevailing theory is that VL may be part of an autoimmune diathesis. To evaluate mechanisms underlying disease development and progression, we studied genome-wide gene expression from lesional and non-lesional skin of patients with non-segmental VL. Unbiased clustering and principal components analyses reveals a 'lesional pathology'-based signature. Pathway-based analyses of the differentially expressed genes underscore processes such as melanocyte development and cell cycle as central drivers of the disease state. Interactome analysis identifies several key transcriptional regulators potentially affecting disease pathogenesis both within and 'hidden' from the data set. Finally, two genes within six identified transcriptional 'hot spots' coincide with previous VL-associated genetic elements. The remaining genes in the 'hot spots' offer an additional set of potential disease-linked loci that may help to guide future studies aimed at identifying disease risk genes.